
Tools 

S Size matters!  Think about possible relationships based on the total 
cM’s shared.  cM’s, SNP’s, longest segments - bigger is better!!

Cousinship chart, and Blaine Bettinger’s 
shared cMs project.

W Which side is the match coming from?  Maternal, paternal, or 
could it be either? Inheritance charts:  autosomal DNA, x-

DNA, mitochondrial DNA, y-DNA.  
Compare other tests

I ICW - Who is it ‘in common with’?  Focus on overlapping and 
matching segments on the SAME chromosome.  What does it tell 
you?  Is it IBD, IBS/IBC, IBP?

FTDNA Chromosome Browser; 
23andMe FIA; GEDmatch MSS, People 
who match 2 kits, DNAGedcom

T Triangulated groups? Do I have any? Same segment/ same 
chromosome AND all must match each other. 

GEDmatch - Tier 1 Tools, or use the 
one on one feature (multiple 
queries).DNAGedcom ADSA

C Compare gedcoms. Look for published trees. Search for names 
and locations. 

GEDmatch User Look up, DNAGedcom 
GWorks, Google names, locations and 
email addresses.

H Help them, help you! Summarise what you have found already 
when you communicate with your matches.

Develop template paragraphs for 
different ancestor lines. 

E Email your matches. Don’t work in a vacuum, its amazing what 
you can find if you ask questions! 

Develop a standard template email with 
variable paragraphs.

D Do your own research on their genealogy! Add your research to a free ‘one world 
tree’ site, Family search, WIkitree

O Open your tree and share widely - it’s a key to success! Add your grandparents lines to at least 
one free ‘one world tree’ site.

N Notes are vital, make sure you have a reference system that works 
for you!

Evernote, Word, Cards etc 
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